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Dear Maggie, . oe _ 

 L have just received and read your typewrs tien and handwritten letters of Wednesday 
and Thursday. t : icing at the letters, hoping to 
achieve clarity in my own thoughts and expression, Before beginning, however, I am enclosing - 
an aide memoire of a visit from Salandria. If I did not send it before, it was because ib was 
written and typed very hastily indeed, with many errors of both recell weed mechanless Bub 7 a 
not want to take the time, after all, to rewrite it, since does corn tet 
information, so please forgive me this time for the slopp ness meat z 
$0 aclese of my "vacation" and the compulsion hes get as much aceompl: Se) 
as is humanly possible, before going to Miami and then back to ‘the oftice, where I am without a 
my reference naberials and can do Little, even ae there is time, . 

One more prefatory remarks please do not misunders and the nature and purpese of the 
umaries I send on telephone calls and/or visits Jike: the one from Salandria, They are 

only an abbempt to reeord what was said, aml do not is Leate any agreement or sympathy on 
my part with what is said, unless that is made explicit (nor disagreement, for that matter), 

| How, tuttiing to Mark Laner There are two (ab least) distinct sets of critics or 
denierators of Lene, One is the pro-Report group, inpluding the official agencies and 
personalities, ‘Weich have tried to pub Lane owt of commission from the very first, because 

meneoe to their purpose——that of trang: izing a passive public into accepting a 
fraudulent, defective, and ubberly implausible "solution" to the asemssination. They are 
out to geo Lane, for simple and self-evident rea: 

The second group consists mainly of anti~Report people, Some had no taste for Lane 
© begitming (ie Sauvage) because of fundamental differences in approach and attitude 

—not on the ease alone but on the whole spectran of convictions abort the world in waich we 
live . he loyalties we feel and differing conceptions of righi-snd-wrong, or good~and-evil 
Others, and I am in this faction, started with an overwheluiag gratitude to and admiration cor 
Lane, I attended his public lectures frequently during 195k, ineluding the huge Town Hall 
meeting at which Marguerite Oswald was on the dais, At that stage, 1 r had little or no 
thought of doing amy independent work or writing on the case, cont 1 
and information “unreservedly +o Lane or his associates, and I would } eer Leh 
help in any possible way. At sbout Christnas time, when I had nearly comileted my first 
rending of the H & EB, I spert about three hours ome night giving every singié "finding" I a 
had made to one of his aides, to send to hia 4m Europe where he was working on lis book, | 
with no conditions atbached—~that is, I did not wan 2 acknowLedgnent or credit, or anything 
but the satisfaction of being able te contribute 40 the: discrediting of the Reporte 

At that time, i was already uneasy about Lane's allegations on the ueebing of Ruby 
fippit and Weissman, Lane hed said that his informant was a prominent Dallas citiger whe 
Secould not sleep nights! but whe wanted to stay oub of the investigation and avoid personal. 
publicity and risk of his status; he had therefore compromised by turning the information 
over to Lane, on a pledgs that his identity would not be disclosed. I was troubled because 
it eeemed to me that anyone who "could nob sleep nights" would nob have permitted the story 

i. i be dismissed as 3 fraud, and Lane to be subjected to vicious 
abuse and aceusetions that the story was an invention, and would not have permitted the 

official conclusions to stand, A person of conscience would, at that stage, surely have 
Sacrificed his anonymity to prevent a complex of injustices, For those reasons, I was a 
little wnhappy with things, Another thing algo bothered met Lane had said on the platform — 

night thet Mr. Klein hail told him on the telephone that at the time he shipped arifle te | 
Hidell, Kiein's did not yet have in stock the 40,2inch model Carcano found in the TSED, 
Some months later, when I met and began to collaborate with his group, I asked about that 
amd was told that Lane had "exaggerated." Bot 4% still seemed to me that ome, or even 
two, irresponsible statements by no means could vitiate Lane's enormous and courageous 
role, i sonblmied to work with his associates, in real friendship and cooperatio 
tittle incidents occurred cecasionally which made me momenbarily whappy or offended but 
I pat them aside as petty and jnoonsequential » and contimed publicly as well as privately 
to be one of Lane's most ardent supp : 
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duled a debate between Lane and Curtis ¢ 

i have had my problems with Srawford; but again, appreciating his personal qualities and 
his contribution to the case (although by this stage 1 no longer was in any sympathy with 
his views and was grieved by his Sconversion"), I hoped for an exchange confined to the - 
merits of each one's position, What acbually happened was appalling, Lane made a vicious, | 
wholly unfair, and glanderous personal abback on Crawford, whom he had never even met before, : 
and in a most irresponsible way, He made accusations of a very serious nature without even > ~ 
having checked inte their validity or giving Grawford a chance to answer the charges privately, 
before airing them to the public. 14 was alse on this radio broadeast that Lane Mirst 
speke of the "CIA report” on Jack Ruby, which in fact was a report TO the CIA by counsel 
to the Commission, asking for imvesiigation of various rumors and allegations, 

The first thing next morning I tried te biring the error te Lane's attention, through 
Marlene, bis researcher (who lives arowid the corner from me), I won't rehash that story} 
suffice it to say that I was persanally subjected to some abuse for daring to think or | 
suggest that Lane could have made such an error, When he repeated the error in print 
in Minority of One, I wired him, for fear that Marlens had never even brought my comments 
to his attention and that he would eontinue in his misapprehension, courting vridiewle from 
the anti-Lane camp on grounds whieh cowld not be diamissed, The response was cold and. 
dissourteous, 

Curtis Crawford told me the morning after the broadcast that he believed Lane was 
aruthiess and evil man. I understood his bitterness, but I did not agree with him} and 
I do not agree, despite subsequent events, ineluding the confiseatbion of my letters I 
think he is ill~mamered, I know that he is unreceptive to other individuals or sroups 
Who are working in the same direcbion; and that bis colleagues have developed a certain 
eultism about Lane-—they regard him as above repreach, and anyone who is net equally 
committed to Lane (not to fighting the Report, mind you) is suspeet or an enemy. 

This is not to say that Lane is aware of or encourages the cultism, Yet how can his ~ 
co-workers develop an atbitude that Lane has exclusive rights, or competence, or leadership 
in this field, without his knowledge or tacit consemt? It seems te me that such an attitude 
inevitably must to some degree refleet his own view of things. But—se what? This does 
not diminish Lane's conbribubion or his achievement; and even though I am personally dismayed 
by the several incidents in which I have been involved, I still feel basically the same way 
aa I felt a year ago-——and Iam “pro-Lane™ if with some reservations, | : 

Sauvage, I agree, has made unwarranted and unpleasant attacks on Buchanan. Many of 
the same considdrabions apply te Bachenen as to Lanes. Sauvage is indeed a solid figure . 
and has made the most conservative atback on the official case; his animus toward Lane 
is a fundamental one, based on what he considers demoguogery, irresponsibility, and personal 
exploitation, A svecific complaint by Sauvage is that Lane, on a TY round table, abiributed 
to Sauvage a stabement he had never mades; now that a source has been provided, he still 
believes that Lane's use of that sources and that claim (ie that the bullet missed Walker 
by 10 metres, or 30 feet!) exposes Lane's dishonesty and ruthlessness, 

Trevor-loper, by the way, is an unknown quantity to me; but I did write him, very 
warmly, after his arbicles were published, calling attention to certain material inthe H& BE 
Which would strengthen his case against the Report, No reply; not a word, : 

i am distressed by what you repert of Shirley Martin's present views (I have now | 
returned to your letters, to make sure that I de not fail te comment on important points)» 
About the tape recordings you sent mes Bill Grehan, one of the people I met at the New 
School, is listening to and transcribing (I am not sure how) the tapes and apologizes for 
taking so long with it, He has access to sophisticated equipment, as lis wife has a | 
recording business, By the way, he started by doing volunteer work in the Lane committee 
and tells me that he was repeatedly subjeated to discourtesy and nonecooperation, However, = 
while he has no further contacts with them, Bill (like me) is still "pro-Lane” on fundamental 
BYOounds » , ) 
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- Salandria spoke of David Lifton when he was here, with high regard; he also has 

a working co-operation with Ed Epstein of Gernell, about whose work he is most enthusiastic 
also. I am perfexed by whab you write of David Lifton's dejectien amd the "different 
premise” and hope that you will write more about this when you feel that you are able, 
It if disheartening to find that not only Curtis Crawford but now the Nashes, and perhaps a Shirley Martin in a different sense, are deserting, I hope fervently that others will not. 
do 803 bub if they do, however many, i+ will not change my mind. I eannot conceive of any 
harm greater than collusion in covering up--——what cowld possibly harm this country more thm .. 
the ptter moral degradation @isease symbolized by this appalling nightmare? "hoever 
motivated and arranged this ugly crime and its ugly aftermebh—whether at home or abroad. 
—~must not be allowed to have immmityy and if it was my own father or son cr anyone whom — 
I admire or support, it would change nothing for me, ) 

iet me say clearly, Maggie, that I agree with your assessment of the photographs, » 
wholly and completely, They must not be disregarded; but they must not be used in a way 
that. will provide a means of discrediting the small handful of us around the coumtry in 
the work to which we are all committed. It is that committment, and not personal manners 
or other picayune considerations, which mst govern our relations among ourselves, I wish 
that Sauvage, etc. shared that point of view: unfortunately, he does net seem to, Snipis 
and denunciabion, rivalby and proprietary claims, harm all of us and exhaust pregious 
energy. | 

| About the demons Signs it may be that Salandria was really referring to Darid 
Lifton's "different premise” and that I we misunderstood his remarks, 1 think thet 

Be assured, Maggie, that we will try to be sure that you meet everyone, whebher 
individually or in a group, when you are here in October. I know that I will be tenpted 
to monepeiize your time, becanse there is still so much to diseuss that we have not really 
touched on; but I do believe that all of us whould get together, if possible for a whole 
day, in @ somewhat organized exchange of information and points of view, to assess where 
we are now and what we should concentrate on for mest effective results in future. At the 
same time, let me exphasive that I not believe in any formal organization or dividion 
of laber or anything resembling thab—<[ think the degree of voluntary cooperation that 
we have now is heartwarming and good, amd any attempt to formalize these relationships _ 
among individuals or small groups ef collaborators would be disastrous. Thomas Stama has 
several times made suggestions that we should organize or pool in some explicit way; and £ 
am most fearful of the consequences of such a trend, . ; 

The dramatic readings could be a great and crucial opening; bub success depends on 
so many factors that one carmot have automatic optimien shout it. Thus far, Lobenthall has 
not yet drawn me imbe things but he promises that he will ab the preper time, I am sure 
that he will; my worry, in fact, is how I can manage that in addition to the book, the 
index, and my income-producing job, : . . 

One final word (and i am sorry that despite my good intentions this letter is 
methodical or in logical sequence): Salandria's case for an OSwald/fBI clandestine 
relationship (er some nature of undercover~agent role) is a strong ease but one which T - 
tend to argue with, on subjective grounds; our discussion the other night provoked me te 
re-study the business of Oswald's request to see an FBI agent when he was arrested in 
New. Orleans, I have gone over all the testimony and decuments on this and I an nearly 
inclined to wonder If in fact he ever asked to see an FSI agent ab alls but one thing T 
feel almost certain about is that here, too, we have not had the full story or the true 
story by any means, Maggie, if you have a chance, could you reexamine the. relevant 
material and then perhaps we could compare ow assessments? It would be invaluable te 
have your appraisal, as your judgment ie as balanced and objective as one could hope. 
Forgive me for the patchiness of this letter. | With warmest thanks and friendship, 

Sincerely,


